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Abstract
Optimisation can assist in the management of riverine ecosystems through the exploration of
multiple alternative management strategies, and the evaluation of trade-offs between conflicting
objectives. In addition, it can facilitate communication and learning about the system. However, the
effectiveness of optimisation in aiding decision making for ecological management is currently
limited by four major challenges: identification and quantification of ecosystem objectives;
representation of ecosystems in predictive simulation models; specification of objectives and
management alternatives in an optimisation framework; and evaluation of model results against actual
ecological outcomes. This study evaluates previous literature in ecology, optimisation and decision
science, and provides a strategy for addressing the challenges identified. It highlights the need for
better recognition and analysis of assumptions in optimisation modelling as part of a process that
generates and shares knowledge.

1. Introduction
River regulation and water extraction have played a fundamental role in development through
benefits such as improved water security for towns and agricultures, flood mitigation, hydropower,
and transportation. However, previous river management practices have caused significant changes in
the structure and functioning of rivers and floodplains, as well as changes to flow patterns, water
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quality and ecology (Poff et al., 1997; Bunn and Arthington, 2002; Poff et al., 2010). In response to
the severe degradation of many of the world’s rivers and the resulting social and economic cost, there
has been a growing recognition of the importance of maintaining river systems and the incorporation
of ecological objectives in river system management (Richter et al., 2006; Arthington et al., 2006;
Acreman et al., 2014a; Poff and Matthews, 2013).
The greater recognition of the ecological value of river systems has introduced a number of
challenges for the development of robust, adaptable and socially acceptable management strategies.
Ecological objectives can be difficult to define and model, and often present a trade-off with other
river management objectives such as agricultural yield or hydropower production. Optimisation is one
method which can assist in identifying and evaluating alternative management policies, and trade-offs
among multiple objectives. Whilst it has been widely applied to both water resource (see reviews by:
Labadie, 2004; Nicklow et al., 2010 and Maier et al., 2014) and ecological management problems
independently (e.g. Sarkar et al., 2006; Nicholson et al., 2006; Lee and Iwasa, 2014), fewer studies
have utilised optimisation for the ecological management of river systems (e.g. Sale et al., 1982;
Shiau and Wu, 2009; Suen at al., 2009; Yang and Cai, 2011; Rheinheimer et al., 2013).
The use of optimisation to aid decision making for ecosystems and other complex systems has
been facilitated by the development of metaheuristics, a class of optimisation methods which use predefined rules to search for preferred solutions, and provide flexibility in problem definition.
Metaheuristic methods overcame many of the restrictions on problem formulation and complexity
required by earlier methods, such as linear and dynamic programming. However, the application of
optimisation to increasingly complex systems has also required it to be redefined: from a tool used to
find a single definitive solution; to one which aids in the exploration of different possible solutions,
and facilitates learning and communication (Jacoby and Loucks, 1972; Liebman, 1976; Walters and
Hilborn, 1978; Brill Jr, 1979).
The focus on finding a single ‘optimal’ solution was often appropriate for early applications of
optimisation, which were largely simple engineering or logistical problems. However, the concept of
optimality becomes less clearly defined for complex systems, where there are multiple, ill-defined and
often conflicting objectives, which can only be partially represented in a modelling framework. The
optimisation of these systems requires greater consideration regarding problem definition, model
representation, and the impact of uncertainties and assumptions on actual management outcomes
(Liebman, 1976; Haimes and Hall, 1977; Brill Jr, 1979).
The challenge of problem definition and representation of complex systems has been recognised
and discussed in the context of planning and public policy since the 1960’s and 70’s (e.g. Hitch, 1960;
Rittel and Webber, 1973; Liebman, 1976; and Brill Jr, 1979). These so called ‘wicked problems’ are
applicable to ecological systems due to: inadequate knowledge of the system; lack of clear criteria by
which to define objectives and measure outcomes; decisions having significant and often irreversible
impacts; and each decision occurring in a unique context (Rittel and Webber, 1973; Metrick and
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Weitzman, 1998; Possingham et al., 2001; Failing and Gregory, 2003; Tear et al., 2005; Nicholson
and Possingham, 2006; Nicholson and Possingham, 2007; Game et al., 2008; Hirsch et al., 2011;
Game et al., 2014).
The use of optimisation introduces additional challenges through the need to specify objectives in
a series of mathematical equations, and to develop an adequate model representation of the system
such that ‘optimal’ solutions represent desirable outcomes to the actual problem (Ackoff, 1962;
Haimes and Hall, 1977). This requires an understanding of how these formulations influence the
resulting decisions, and consequently the management of the ecosystem (Wilson et al., 2009;
Nicholson and Possingham, 2006). Whilst these challenges are well recognised, there has been limited
discussion regarding the use of optimisation for ecological objectives in river basin management.
Defining ecological objectives is complicated by the existence of many and often conflicting
social values regarding what is considered to be a ‘preferred’ environmental outcome. Preference for a
particular outcome is also context dependent, and is influenced by factors such as a country’s wealth,
level of development, and competing requirements to fulfil basic needs. Added to this is the dynamic
nature of many ecological systems, making it difficult to identify an ideal state in time and space.
Representation of riverine ecological systems in a modelling framework requires an understanding of
these dynamics and the relationship between river flow and ecological response, as well as the role of
other influencing factors such as land management, climate, and disease (Shenton et al., 2012;
Acreman et al., 2014b). It is therefore essential that the outcomes of any optimisation are critically
evaluated in terms of the assumptions made, to identify what the likely actual outcomes will be.
Assumptions can include conceptualisation of the problem, adequacy of the data, predictive capacity
and suitability of the model for the decision being made, as well as set-up of the optimisation
framework. Ideally, optimisation outcomes should be compared with actual ecological outcomes, to
improve our understanding of ecological systems and improve the effectiveness of modelling and
optimisation tools in aiding decision making.
Until recently, the majority of optimisation research has remained largely focused on algorithm
development and application to different types of problems (Reed and Kasprzyk, 2009; Maier et al.,
2014). Where optimisation has been employed to assist in ecosystem management, there has been
little focus on the explicit challenges of ecological optimisation. Exceptions include Walters and
Hilborn (1978), who reviewed different optimisation methods and approaches for ecological
management considering uncertainty. More recently, Nicholson and Possingham (2006) examined the
impact of translating management goals into specific mathematical objective functions. Whilst they
did not use optimisation directly, they examined different objective function formulations for
conservation planning, and the effect of these on preferred management strategies. Probert et al.
(2011) demonstrated the effect of different optimisation algorithms (focusing on adaption to new
knowledge), and different project objectives for conservation management.
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In the context of river system optimisation, Jager and Smith (2008) reviewed 29 optimisation
studies which considered both hydropower and environmental criteria. The review identified the need
for further research to adequately account for ecosystems in multi-objective optimisation, including:
the need for a better understanding of flow-ecology relationships; tools to model such relationships;
and the development of methods for valuing the environment.
In this synthesis, we draw upon literature from ecology, optimisation and decision science to
discuss and evaluate different approaches for the optimisation of riverine ecosystems. The paper
discusses four key challenges throughout the optimisation process which are considered essential for
effective river basin management:
1. Ecological objectives - defining ecological objectives for optimisation studies and the role of
social values.
2. Ecological models – limitations and strengths of different types of models used for river
system optimisation
3. Optimisation of ecological objectives – challenges in defining objective functions and
decision variables; and
4. Ecological outcomes – how well modelled results are evaluated in terms of actual outcomes.

In the following sections each of the four challenges is discussed through critical evaluation of
previous studies. The paper concludes with an overview of key outcomes and recommendations.

2. The art of defining ecological objectives
Defining objectives is one of the first steps in any study or management activity. In the case of
ecological systems, this presents a major challenge, yet is generally given insufficient attention in
optimisation studies. Setting ecological objectives is largely a subjective process involving social
values as much as scientific knowledge, and these values often differ between stakeholders and
experts (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010; Liebman, 1976; Davis and Slobodkin, 2004). The selection of
who to involve in defining objectives can therefore ultimately influence the final management
outcome.
Identifying broad, high level goals for ecological management is important in providing context
and justification for a particular study, yet these require translation into clear, specific, quantifiable
objectives which can be used within the modelling process and to measure the success of outcomes
(Metrick and Weitzman, 1998; Richter et al., 2003; Tear et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2005; Nicholson
and Possingham, 2006; Fischer et al., 2009). It is essential that the assumptions required in translating
broad goals into specific objectives are transparent, well recognised, and inclusive, in order to achieve
the best possible management outcomes with minimal unintended consequences. Assumptions may
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include focusing on a desired ecological state, or a particular species at a specific timeframe or
location (e.g. Nicholson and Possingham, 2006). Identifying specific objectives can assist in selecting
the most appropriate modelling and optimisation approaches, and enabling optimisation outcomes to
be evaluated. Conversely, limitations in model, optimisation and implementation capabilities need to
be considered to ensure objectives are realistic and achievable.
Previous optimisation studies have focused on human water objectives which are often specific
and well known. For example, basic water needs can be roughly estimated on a per capita basis
dependent upon the time of day, temperature and other climatic variables. Similar estimates can be
made for other water users such as industry, agriculture and hydropower. In contrast, defining
ecological objectives and objectives incorporating social values (such as cultural flows – see Jackson,
2006; Finn and Jackson, 2011; Jackson et al., 2015) is far less straightforward.
Ecological systems include multiple species which respond to external drivers, complex internal
interactions and have lags in response. Ecosystem needs and optimal states are difficult to identify,
being highly variable and often dependent on antecedent states, as well as operating at different scales
(Holling, 1973). Whilst defining objectives for a single species, habitat or population may be
quantifiable, at a community scale ecosystem needs become harder to define, as they depend on
composition, interactions, redundancies and dependencies across time and space (Poiani et al., 2000;
Naiman et al., 2008). At ecosystem scales, consideration of additional factors such as connectivity
between habitats and meta-populations is required, and hence it can be harder still to identify what
constitutes an ideal state. Ecosystems are constantly in flux, where their composition may change over
time as biota evolve and environmental conditions change (Cropp and Gabric, 2002), and questions of
whether one type of composition is more desirable than another become largely subjective.
Given the challenge of defining ecological objectives, the use of high level, all-encompassing
goals that focus on the concept of ecosystem health has been widely adopted. Whilst this approach has
a number of advantages such as being holistic, and engaging the public through the metaphor with
human health (Rapport, 1989; Boulton, 1999), it also has a number of disadvantages. Ecosystem
health is a largely subjective concept which is dependent upon society’s values, yet is often applied
with the misleading assumption that it is objective and measurable (Steedman, 1994; Wicklum and
Davies, 1995; Davis and Slobodkin, 2004). Consequently, there has been much debate around the
meaning and usefulness of ecosystem health as a management objective (e.g. Suter, 1993; Steedman,
1994; Wicklum and Davies, 1995; Lancaster, 2000; Lackey, 2001), as well as more specifically
around river health (e.g. Karr, 1999; Boulton, 1999; Norris and Thoms, 1999).
Defining socially acceptable, ecologically robust and relevant objectives therefore remains a
challenge, as further demonstrated in the following section.

2.1 Defining ecological objectives for river system optimisation
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A selection of previous optimisation studies which examined ecological objectives for river
system management were analysed in terms of the ecological objective, modelling method and
optimisation approach adopted. The papers examined spanned the period from 1982 to 2015, and
reflected changes in river system management and optimisation approaches, as well as changes in
available methods and technology. Papers were selected based on the use of different approaches for
ecological management in river systems with varying levels of complexity. They included different
types of ecological objectives and models such as the use of flow based metrics, species based flow
preferences, and economic valuation. The papers covered different aspects of river system
management, including reservoir operations and trade-offs with non-ecological objectives,
environmental flow allocations, and the use of flow control structures for wetlands and floodplains.
Furthermore, they adopted different optimisation approaches including classical and metaheuristic
methods, with different formulations of single or multiple objectives. In covering this range of studies,
the synthesis aims to identify some of the key trends and differences in methods, whilst not claiming
to be an exhaustive coverage of the optimisation literature.
Papers were firstly evaluated using two main criteria: (1) the type of ecological objective used,
which is indicative of a particular approach to ecological management; and (2) how specific the
objective is, which influences what assumptions are needed for quantitative modelling and
optimisation. Both of these criteria can influence the modelling and optimisation process, and hence
impact upon the resulting management strategies. These are discussed in more detail below.

2.1.1

Types of ecological objectives

Based on the papers examined, two main types of ecological objectives were identified:
achieving hydrological metrics; and targeting ecological needs directly. Hydrological metrics are
frequently used for defining ecological water needs in river system models and optimisation. This
flow-based approach relies on identifying key components of the hydrograph, such as events of a
particular magnitude, duration and seasonality, to meet the ecological needs of a river system (Poff et
al., 1997). Where indicators aim to represent all aspects of a natural (unimpaired) flow regime, the
water requirements of multiple species and locations can be met. This type of approach can be easy to
implement where there is little ecological data or knowledge of which ecosystems are most highly
valued, and can be quantified using flow data. Examples of hydrologic metric-based objectives
include minimising hydrologic alteration (Shiau and Wu, 2006; Yin et al., 2012; Shiau and Wu,
2013), maintaining the variability of the natural flow regime (Dittmann et al., 2009), maximising
instream flow benefits (Sale et al., 1982), and providing an ecological flow regime (Suen and Eheart,
2006).
Challenges in using hydrological metrics include defining appropriate flow indicators that
capture key ecological functions and achieve the intended ecological outcome; and identifying an
acceptable deviation from baseline values (Richter et al., 1997). What constitutes an appropriate
6

baseline can also be debated, given some ecological communities that have adapted to modified flow
regimes may be highly valued. Consequently, returning these systems to a more natural state may not
be socially acceptable (e.g. Rapport, 1989; Hobbs et al., 2006; Hobbs et al., 2009; Acreman et al.,
2014b).
The second type of objective focuses on directly targeting ecological needs (or assets), and
identifying the flow required to meet these needs. Environmental water requirements are typically
defined for a particular ecological attribute (e.g. species, communities) at a defined location(s).
Examples of these objectives (as defined in the papers examined) include: meeting the flow needs of
native fish species (Suen et al., 2009); maximise riverine fish biodiversity (Tsai et al., 2015); meeting
the water requirements of a range of flora and fauna (Szemis et al., 2012; Szemis et al., 2014);
meeting downstream ecosystem needs (Yin et al., 2012); and meeting in situ uses (Grafton et al.,
2011).
A challenge of this approach is the reliance on selecting a range of indicators that are
representative of the diversity of water requirements within an ecosystem (Davies et al., 2010; Bunn
et al., 2010). The approach can also require prioritising between different species and locations given
it may not be feasible to specify objectives for all ecological components, thereby introducing tradeoffs. Additionally, the ecological flow requirements of key species may not be well understood.

2.1.2

Level of specificity

In addition to distinguishing between hydrological metrics and ecological needs objectives, it can
be seen from the examples above that some objectives are more general and holistic (such as meeting
downstream ecosystem needs), whilst others are much more specific (such as meeting the flow
requirements of specific flora and fauna). This distinction has important implications for modelling
and optimisation. More general objectives can be informative in providing a holistic, overall goal, and
can assist in engaging with decision makers and stakeholders. However, a number of assumptions are
required to translate these into quantitative objectives which can be modelled and optimised (Metrick
and Weitzman, 1998; Nicholson and Possingham, 2006). These assumptions can involve value
judgements and can impact upon the resulting management solutions, yet are rarely discussed in
optimisation studies.
More specific objectives such as to ‘return the natural flow regime of key components of river
ecosystems in terms of flood timing, flood duration, and inter-flood period’ (Higgins et al., 2011), or
to ‘design optimal seasonal flow patterns for salmon’ (Jager and Rose, 2003) can provide greater
detail regarding what will actually be modelled and optimised.
Defining specific objectives is often more challenging at larger temporal and spatial scales which
encompass multiple ecological and non-ecological components and multiple stakeholder perspectives.
However, it is equally relevant for smaller scale analyses focusing on individual species or
communities, where assumptions are still required to define quantitative functions.
7

2.2

Evaluation and recommendations for defining ecological objectives
All but two of the papers examined contained limited discussion of the assumptions and

implications of the specified ecological objectives, highlighting a gap in the current literature.
Exceptions include Dittmann et al. (2009), who identified that maintaining natural flow variability did
not encompass all biological requirements for water, but provided a first step approach. Rheinheimer
et al. (2013) identified that the use of minimum flow objectives did not capture important higher
natural flows which are also ecologically important.
Despite the subjectivity of defining objectives and the reliance on social values, none of the
papers referred to stakeholder engagement in the derivation of objectives. Rheinheimer et al. (2013)
referred to stakeholders advocating for greater consideration of the natural flow regime in the study
area as motivation for the analysis, although any direct involvement in the modelling and optimisation
was not discussed. Involving stakeholders in the derivation of objectives is considered essential for
effective and transparent management of ecological systems (Loucks, 2006).
The identification of appropriate, specific and measurable objectives within a broader
environmental context is important for ensuring the modelling and optimisation framework is most
effective in aiding management decisions. This requires careful consideration of the desired
ecological outcome, and explicitly stating the assumptions made to model the identified objectives.

3. How well can we model ecological systems for river system optimisation?
Although optimisation can assist in identifying management strategies for meeting ecological
objectives, the ability to do so is dependent upon how well the model represents the ecological
system. Solutions identified as being ‘optimal’ may be infeasible and suboptimal in reality if the
problem is not appropriately represented. However, an iterative process of evaluating model solutions
and model behaviour through optimisation can assist in improving knowledge of the system. This
section evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of different types of ecological models used in
river system optimisation.
The ecological models examined were classified into two groups: (1) hydrological methods and
(2) species preferences. These categories align with the two types of objectives described in Section
2.1.1. Hydrological approaches were the most frequently used for representing ecological systems,
and included the natural flow approach as well as other types of flow metrics. The use of these two
approaches in river system optimisation is explored in the following two sections.

3.1

Hydrological methods
It has been well established that flow is one of the key determinants of riverine and floodplain

structure, function, and ecology (Poff et al., 1997; Bunn and Arthington, 2002; Arthington et al.,
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2006). The natural flow approach provides a holistic way of capturing ecological water requirements.
It is reliant on the use of flow metrics to describe the key features of the flow regime which are
ecologically significant. The natural flow approach can be used for both instream and overbank flows,
but has been predominantly applied to instream requirements.
One of the most commonly used set of metrics for evaluating the environmental impacts of river
regulation is the Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) method (Richter et al., 1996). IHA
includes 32 indicators based on the magnitude, timing, frequency, duration and rate of change in
flows. IHA is often used in conjunction with the Range of Variability Approach (Richter et al., 1997)
which provides a method for identifying an acceptable deviation in IHA values between baseline and
altered flows.
The IHA and RVA methods are also frequently used in the optimisation of ecological objectives
(e.g. Dittmann et al., 2009). Variations on the IHA and RVA approach include different methods of
aggregating indicators to give greater sensitivity to high scoring values (with high levels of alteration)
(Shiau and Wu, 2006); and the use of frequency histograms to consider variations of indicator values
within and outside a target range, thereby overcoming limitations of the RVA approach (Shiau and
Wu, 2008). Four alternative flow metrics were used by Yin et al. (2012) along with a modified RVA
approach, whilst Yang and Cai (2011) used IHA in combination with fish data to generate a fish
diversity index.
An alternative set of indicators (the Taiwan Ecohydrology Indicator System, TEIS) has been
developed using fish data to create fuzzy and non-fuzzy membership functions using the intermediate
disturbance hypothesis (which assumes an average level of variation in flow metrics is desirable)
(Suen and Eheart, 2006; Suen et al., 2009). A flow alteration metric was also developed by Hurford et
al. (2014) to focus on seasonal variation between regulated and unregulated flows.
IHA and TEIS metrics use daily flow data to evaluate ecological impact, with fewer studies
examining sub-daily impacts due to limited availability of suitable metrics and data (Olivares et al.,
2015). Sub-daily alterations in flow due to hydropower and dam operations can have significant
impact on downstream ecosystems which is not reflected in daily flow metrics (Cushman, 1985;
Zimmerman et al., 2010; Haas et al., 2014; Bevelhimer et al., 2015). Optimisation studies which
consider sub-daily ecological impacts include Shiau and Wu (2013), who explore the use of
hydrological metrics at different temporal scales including sub-daily, daily, seasonal, annual, and
inter-annual scales. Sub-daily impacts are assessed using the Richards-Baker flashiness index (Baker
et al., 2004), which is also used by Olivares et al. (2015) to analyse the economic and environmental
efficiency of sub-daily flow constraints for hydropower operation.
The use of the natural flow approach in modelling ecological systems requires consideration of:
(1) whether natural flow based indicators are appropriate for the particular case study; (2) how to
define the natural flow hydrograph, such as what length of time should be considered, and how longterm variability (such as wet and dry periods) should be captured; (3) the location at which actual
9

flows are measured (typically just downstream of the dam), and how these releases are influenced by
additional non-environmental releases and extractions downstream; (4) how to compare indicators
representing a natural and altered flow regime; and (5) how to meaningfully aggregate the indicators.
In many river basins, identifying a time series of natural flows is limited by the extent of human
impact. Even where there has been minimal infrastructure development or extractions, changes in land
use can significantly impact on rainfall-runoff patterns. In areas of highly variable precipitation, flow
records of sufficient duration to capture this variability may not exist. This is further complicated by
the effects of climate change, and the need to distinguish between natural variability and
anthropogenic induced long term change.

Other hydrologic approaches used in previous studies include the setting of flow targets. These
targets include static minimum flows (e.g. Yeh and Becker, 1982; Wang et al., 2009; Rheinheimer et
al., 2013); static seasonal flows (e.g. Tilmant et al. (2010) used 50% of pre-development seasonal
flows as a target); monthly flow targets (Xevi and Khan, 2005); and optimal dry periods (Grafton et
al., 2011). Whilst the effectiveness of these targets is very much dependent upon the particular
ecosystem and management objectives, the implications of such approaches is worthy of
investigation. For example, minimum flows can provide for instream biota during critical periods, but
do not provide the variability required by many species. In addition, minimum flows can have a
detrimental impact by reducing variability, and are often of insufficient magnitude to meet floodplain
and wetland water requirements. The use of monthly flow targets enables some intra-annual
variability to be maintained, which may be adequate in some systems with little inter-annual
variability but are insufficient in highly variable systems (Poff et al, 1997).
Hydrologic targets have been used in optimisation studies to evaluate the economic impact of
different management alternatives. For example, Grafton et al. (2011) specified optimal durations for
‘dry’ periods, and applied an exponential cost function where this was exceeded. Tilmant et al. (2010)
calculated the economic value of flows within a specified range using a two-step marginal benefit
function. Rheinheimer et al. (2013) applied an economic value to unmet minimum flow requirements,
based on relative value to hydropower.
The benefits of using economic valuation methods include ease of comparison with nonenvironmental objectives valued in monetary terms, which can assist in engaging policy makers and
generating greater awareness of environmental values (Costanza et al., 1997). However, economic
valuation can be highly subjective and result in the undervaluing of resources (e.g. Costanza et al.,
1997; Fisher et al., 2009). This is particularly true for environmental flows, which have intrinsic and
indirect value through supporting ecological function and processes, rather than providing more direct
services such as water supply for domestic and agricultural purposes.

3.2

Species Preference
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Species preference-based methods are often used when umbrella or keystone species are targeted,
or used to represent wider environmental water requirements. However, the selection of appropriate
indicator species and locations that are representative of the entire system (or specified objectives) is
critical to the success of this approach (Rogers et al., 2012). Where multiple indicator species and
locations are used, the method of aggregation requires careful consideration and raises the question of
the relative importance of one species/location compared with another (Davies et al., 2010). This
approach can also be significantly more data intensive, which may further limit study size and number
of species/locations.
The Murray Flow Assessment Tool (MFAT) is an example of a species preference tool, which
was developed in Australia for assessing the condition of habitat for fish, waterbirds and vegetation
for the River Murray (Young et al., 2003). MFAT consists of a set of preference curves for depth,
duration, magnitude, frequency and rate of change, which relate flow to an index between 0 and 1 to
represent the health of a particular species. Each preference curve is then combined to produce an
overall score. Higgins et al. (2011) used MFAT to assess the location and operation of weirs and
regulators to improve ecological outcomes. MFAT was also used by Szemis et al. (2012) to compare
different environmental flow allocations, and demonstrate the sensitivity of solutions to different
species and weightings. In Szemis et al. (2014), MFAT was used to evaluate the ecological outcome
of different dam releases allowing for adaptive information on available environmental allocations.
Other examples of species preference methods include the Weighted Usable Area (WUA)
approach, which was used by Sale et al. (1982) to develop a habitat condition index for different fish
species. Tsai et al. (2015) used artificial neural networks to generate a relationship between flow
based metrics (using TEIS) and fish diversity. Fish diversity was calculated using the Shannon Index
(Shannon, 1948), which compares the number of individuals of different species relative to the total
number of all individuals. Jager and Rose (2003) and Jager (2014) used population based models to
relate salmon survival to flow releases, considering spatially explicit habitat and different life stages.

3.3 Evaluation and recommendations for modelling ecological systems for river system optimisation
The majority of papers which were examined identified limitations and uncertainties associated
with their modelling approach. For example, Szemis et al. (2012) used sensitivity analysis to identify
the impact of different species, locations, and method of aggregation. Tsai et al. (2015) refer to the
uncertainty in estimating ecological response, with fish biodiversity not representing all ecological
requirements. Olivares et al. (2015) refer to the lack of evidence regarding sub-daily flow indicators
and thresholds for estimating ecological impacts. However, a limited number of studies undertook a
comprehensive evaluation of the impact of model behaviour on ecological objectives, despite the need
for rigorous assessment of assumptions being well recognised (e.g. Jakeman et al., 2006).
Given the considerable uncertainty involved in representing ecological systems in a quantitative
model, greater consideration is needed in identifying and testing model behaviour and implications for
11

optimisation outcomes. This was demonstrated by Norton and Andrews (2006), who found that
MFAT habitat condition scores were sensitive to the method of aggregating individual preference
curves. A wide variety of methods exist for model assessment, including comparing model output
with observed data, sensitivity analysis, error propagation, Bayesian analysis, scenario analysis, and
multi-model simulation (see for example Jakeman et al., 2006; Refsgaard et al., 2007; Matott et al.,
2009; and Bennett et al., 2013). In addition, optimisation can also be applied as a process for better
understanding model behaviour and system understanding (Jacoby and Loucks, 1972; Liebman,
1976).
Model development can be aided by frameworks such as the Ecological Limits of Hydrological
Alteration (ELOHA) (Poff et al., 2010), which provides a strategy for improving the local relevance
of flow alteration – ecology relationships through using local hydrologic and geomorphologic data.
Stakeholder input to defining ecological objectives can also guide which indicators are most
appropriate and what level of alteration is considered acceptable (e.g. SUMHA, Pahl-Wostl et al.,
2013).

4. Representing ecological requirements in an optimisation framework
The use of optimisation to evaluate ecological objectives requires the identification of
appropriate optimisation algorithm(s), objective function(s) and decision variables. Each of these is
evaluated below with reference to previous studies.

4.1 Optimisation algorithms for ecological management in river systems
Metaheuristics and their hybrid variations are being increasingly used in river system
optimisation, due to their greater flexibility and capacity to handle complex systems (e.g. Maier et al.,
2014). A number of river system studies have used metaheuristics to examine trade-offs between
ecological and non-ecological objectives (e.g. Suen and Eheart, 2006; Suen et al., 2009; Dittmann et
al., 2009; Yang and Cai, 2011; and Tsai et al., 2015). In comparison, there appear to be fewer
applications of metaheuristics in studies focusing on ecological systems in conservation planning
(Sarkar et al., 2006; Possingham et al., 2001). Although a number of limitations remain in the use of
metaheuristics (see Maier et al., 2014), the capacity to incorporate more complex models and
explicitly represent multiple objectives makes them well suited to ecological models and objectives.
As an alternative to metaheuristic optimisation methods, earlier ‘classical’ methods place
restrictions on problem formulation and level of complexity, and hence often require simplifications
to model structure and objective functions. Developed prior to metaheuristic methods, they retain the
advantages of being capable of greater efficiency, providing exact solutions for linear problems, and
handling many decision variables. Classical methods can therefore provide an effective approach for
problem formulations and objectives which do not require the greater flexibility of metaheuristic
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methods, such as in cases where there is insufficient knowledge to support complex models of
environmental systems (e.g. Biegler and Grossmann, 2004; Labadie, 2004). A number of optimisation
studies have utilised classical methods to examine ecological objectives, including Yeh and Becker
(1982), Sale et al. (1982), Shiau and Wu (2006), Xevi and Khan (2005), Ringler and Cai (2006), and
Rheinheimer et al. (2013).

4.2 Objective functions
Optimisation requires user-defined objectives to be specified in a mathematical format. This can
be particularly challenging in defining ecological objectives. Formulation of objective functions
typically requires the aggregation of values over time and space, with the method of aggregation
having the potential to significantly impact on the resulting optimal solutions. This includes:
aggregation of time series values such as through summation, averaging, or selecting a subset of
values exceeding a threshold; aggregation over different locations; as well as aggregation of multiple
objectives. Aggregation can also involve the use of weights, which introduce further subjectivity and
can bias solutions that more closely match a desired outcome.
Whilst there has been some evaluation of different aggregation methods for combining
objectives, no thorough assessment of the effect of objective function formulation on river system
management outcomes has been identified. Examples of evaluation which has been undertaken
include: Higgins et al. (2011), who discussed the use of multiplication for different indicators to give
the lowest scoring value a greater impact; and Sale et al. (1982), who maximised a minimum habitat
value based on the assumption that fish production is controlled by the most limiting conditions.
There has been greater focus on objective setting in conservation management (e.g. Ellison,
1996; Wilson et al., 2009; Nicholson and Possingham, 2006). For example, Nicholson and
Possingham (2006) evaluated the performance of three conservation management scenarios using
seven different objective function formulations, all considering risk of extinction. All but two of the
seven objective functions returned different rankings of preferred management scenarios,
demonstrating the significance of objective function formulation on resulting solutions.
Of the papers examined for this synthesis, there were four main types of ecological objective
functions used: (1) Maximise/minimise totals or averages; (2) Maximise/minimise differences
between actual and target values; (3) Objectives framed as constraints; and (4) Maximise a
minimum/minimise a maximum. The likely effect of these formulations of optimisation results and
ecological outcomes is discussed below.

4.2.1

Maximise/minimise totals or averages

Maximising or minimising a total or average value has the effect of giving greater focus to large
increments in values. In the case of maximisation, greater total or average scores may be achieved
through increasing a small subset of individual scores by large amounts, rather than increasing all
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scores by small amounts. Whilst this effect can be influenced by scale and how the scores are defined,
there is potential for short periods of time with ‘good’ ecological outcomes being given priority over
maintaining condition above critical values. As an example of this type of objective function,
Equation 1 was adopted by Szemis et al. (2012) and Szemis et al. (2014) to calculate ecological
condition based on the MFAT model, for different species, locations, and years:
s
K w E
 q

max   w1i  w2 r  3v i ,r ,v 
YK 
r 1
v 1
 i 1

(1)

where
Ei,r,v

=

indicator for ecological asset i, indicator type r, in the time interval v

Q

=

total number of wetlands, floodplains and river reaches

S

=

total number of indicators

YK

=

years, ranging from 1 to a total of K years

w

=

weights

In addition to Equation 1, Szemis et al. (2014) included a second objective function to minimise
the difference in environmental flow operations between time steps accounting for updated
environmental allocation forecast information. This objective function used a similar method of
aggregating over time and management alternatives.
As an alternative, Grafton et al. (2011) combined environmental cost and irrigation profit into a
‘social return’ index. This social return was then summed for each year over the total simulation
period using a discount rate to provide an expected net present value which was maximised. The use
of a discount rate to apply greater weight to more recent outcomes may have advantages in placing
more focus on managing environmental assets in the short term, when there is greater certainty about
ecological requirements. However, ecosystems operate on long term cycles, hence reducing water
delivery and sacrificing short term condition for long term outcomes may provide greater overall
benefit.

4.2.2

Maximise/minimise differences between actual and target values

The success of any approach based on outcomes relative to a target relies greatly on how the
target is defined. The same principle applies when setting constraint values. Objective functions
which compare actual values with target values summed over time focus on deviations from this
target. For example, Yin et al. (2012) used the RVA approach to minimise the difference between the
number of years each indicator value fell within a target range for an altered hydrograph compared
with a natural hydrograph, as shown in Equation 2:
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(2)

where
D

=

degree of flow regime alteration

m

=

hydrological indicator, with a total of H indicators

No,m

=

number of years where hydrological indicator falls within the target
RVA range

No,m

=

expected number of years where the hydrological indicator falls within
the RVA target range

Whilst the approach used by Yin et al. (2012) recognises that even the natural hydrograph
may not always meet target values, it penalises the number of years which fall outside the natural
range irrespective of whether the number falls short of, or exceeds the natural range. This raises the
question of whether a modified flow regime can (and should) be able to perform ‘better’ than natural
based on these indicators. As identified by Shiau and Wu (2009), values falling outside the target
range are treated the same irrespective of their magnitude, as are those within the target range.
Indicators are combined by averaging their values, which assumes all indicators have equal value.
Higgins et al. (2011) also minimised the difference between altered and natural flows but
using species preference curves from MFAT for flood timing, duration and inter-flood period using
Equation 3. Differences between natural and actual values were squared, giving greater emphasis to
larger differences. Separate MFAT curves were multiplied together, which gives greater weight to
smaller scores as changes become proportional rather than additive (for example, an increase in score
from 0.2 to 0.4 has the same outcome as increasing a score from 0.4 to 0.8). In optimisation, this may
be advantageous in reducing the times at which the ecosystem is in a poor condition. However, it also
means that the same effort is used to reducing small differences between actual and natural indicators
compared with larger differences.
mc
Min Z     MFTkmc   FTkmc
,l  NFTk ,l 

2

mc kK lL

    MFDkmi   FDkmi,l  NFDkmi,l 

2

(3)

mi kK lL

    MIPkmi   IPkmi,l  NIPkmi,l 

2

mi kK lL

where
mc

= calendar month

k K

= ecological indicator (e.g. waterbirds)

lL

= river section
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mi

= inundation duration (months)

MFTkmc

= ecological health response for month mc, river section l and indicator k

FTkmc
,l

= total area of indicator k which has sufficient volume of water in month mc

NFTkmc
,l

= total area of indicator k which has sufficient volume water in month mc for
the natural hydrograph

FDkmi,l

= total area inundated for a duration of mi months for river section l and
indicator k.

mi
k ,l

IP

= total area with an inter-flood period of mi months for river section l and
indicator k

The way in which differences in target values are aggregated is another key consideration
where a sequence of failures in meeting a target in multiple consecutive years has a different outcome
compared with a few poor years interspersed amongst a number of good years.

4.2.3

Objectives framed as constraints
Some studies specify ecological targets as constraints rather than independent objective

functions. The effectiveness of this approach relies on how this target is defined. The advantage of
this method is that a particular ecological outcome is achieved for all management solutions
considered. However, it also means that the outcome is unlikely to ever be better than this minimum
value, particularly if it conflicts with the objective(s), as the optimiser will have no incentive to find
solutions with greater values. This raises the question of what level of ecological outcome is
considered acceptable.
Ecological constraints were used by Yeh and Becker (1982), who used a minimum flow
constraint for fish protection. The value of this constraint was not discussed, with the implication that
it would be identified external to the optimisation process. Constraint values were varied to develop a
trade-off curve with other objectives. Olivares et al. (2015) also used constraints to represent
ecological requirements using a combination of minimum flows and maximum ramping rates for
hydropower generation (which control the difference in flow at the current time step compared with
the previous time step). Multiple solutions were obtained by varying constraint thresholds.

4.2.4

Maximise a minimum/Minimise a maximum
Similar to the constraint method, maximising a minimum value places emphasis on avoiding

worst case conditions rather than focusing on maximising optimal conditions. However, unlike the
constraint method, this has the advantage of not setting a fixed minimum value, and provides
incentive to improve this minimum value as much as possible. In a multiple objective setting, it also
allows trade-offs to be generated, which is not possible when objectives are specified as constraints.
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This form of objective function was used by Sale et al. (1982) to maximise the minimum
habitat suitability condition, calculated using WUA (Equation 4). This has the advantage of reducing
the likelihood of any critically poor habitat condition from occurring. The disadvantage is that short
periods of low habitat availability may be tolerated by some species, and it gives less incentive for the
optimiser to maximise good conditions at other times.
(4)

Max z
subject to

h j (qˆt )  p j ,t  z  0

t  1 to T

j  1 to J

where

h j (qˆt ) = percent of optimal WUA for life stage j based on discharge qˆt determined by dam
operations

p j ,t

= coefficient to indicate when life stage j is present in period t

z
J

= minimum habitat value for all life stages and periods
= total number of life stages modelled

4.3 Decision variables
The choice of decision variables can also greatly influence which management solutions are
considered optimal. This was demonstrated by Kasprzyk et al. (2012) for a water supply case study,
where different sets of decision variables were selected based on a sensitivity analysis, and their
impact on management strategies compared.
The number and type of decision variables used can influence the degree of variability and
control captured within the management strategies. For example, Sale et al. (1982) used 12 decision
variables to define the target reservoir volume for each month over a one year period, whilst Shiau
and Wu (2009) also used 12 decision variables to define monthly environmental flow releases. In
comparison, Suen and Eheart (2006) and Suen et al. (2009) used 36 decision variables to represent 10
day release volumes, thereby deriving operating rules at a finer resolution. At the other extreme,
Grafton et al. (2011) defined a yearly environmental release, but over a simulation period of over 100
years. In this case, any representation of intra-annual variability would have required a significant
increase in the number of decision variables.
A different approach was adopted by Dittmann et al. (2009), who defined a piecewise linear
function to dictate what percentage of the inflow should be released at different storage levels over a
39 year simulation period. By defining decision variables which are a function of the inflow, fewer
variables can be used with a greater capacity to incorporate both intra-annual and inter-annual
variability. This becomes particularly useful when multi-year simulations are used.
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4.4 Evaluation and recommendations of representing ecological requirements in an optimisation
framework
Metaheuristics are being increasingly used in optimisation studies for complex systems given
their greater flexibility in problem formulation (Maier et al., 2014). However, the most appropriate
optimisation algorithm is dependent upon the particular objectives, problem context, available
information and modelling framework. Both metaheuristic and classical optimisation methods have
been successfully applied to investigate improved ecological outcomes in river systems (e.g. Yeh and
Becker, 1982; Shiau and Wu, 2006; Dittmann et al., 2009; Rheinheimer et al., 2013; Tsai et al.,
2015). Irrespective of the algorithm used, of key importance is identifying the impact of different
assumptions and uncertainties on results.
Although the impact of objective functions and decision variables has been widely discussed, it is
rarely considered in the context of ecological objectives for river system management. Objective
function formulation can affect whether greater focus is given to periods of good ecological
conditions; to avoiding worst case scenarios; or to maintaining moderate conditions. The choice of
decision variables can limit the type of management solutions found if they do not describe sufficient
variability in flow release strategies, but can increase computational time as additional decision
variables are introduced. It is recommended that the sensitivity of optimisation solutions to objective
function and decision variable formulation is examined as part of any optimisation study, with
particular consideration given to the ecological implications of different formulations.

5. How well are ecological modelling outcomes evaluated in terms of actual outcomes?
An assessment of actual ecological outcomes compared with modelled predictions is essential in
the management of ecosystems, as well as in improving future modelling capabilities and
understanding of the system (Davies et al., 2014). However, field-based evaluations of ecological
outcomes are rarely reported in river system optimisation studies due to: the large investments
needed; the lag time in ecological response; monitoring not being robustly designed to detect change;
and the challenge in attributing ecological outcomes to a specific action (Lindenmayer and Likens,
2010). Of the papers reviewed, none identified whether the modelled outcomes had been applied in
practice, and hence the performance of the model relative to actual ecological response was not
evaluated. This lack of evaluation in the context of the real system is seen as a major limitation in the
assessment of model performance.
Where evaluation of model performance against actual ecological outcomes is not possible, a
comprehensive and systematic analysis of the model and optimisation framework can aid in
understanding the impact of uncertainty on management strategies. Such assessment should focus on
major assumptions likely to significantly alter the resulting strategies, including assumptions in
objective setting, model representation and application in an optimisation framework. This can lead to
greater understanding of model behaviour and the context in which it can be applied. A key element
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of model evaluation is in identifying major assumptions (such as system conceptualisation) and how
they are likely to alter the model outcomes and recommended management actions.
Frameworks and tools such as those described by Walker et al. (2003), Refsgaard et al. (2007),
van der Keur et al. (2008), O’Hagan (2012) and Bastin et al. (2013) provide guidance on identifying
critical model assumptions. Bennett et al. (2013) also summarise and categorise a range of model
evaluation metrics and methods. Of the optimisation papers reviewed, the majority did incorporate
some sensitivity analysis (e.g. Sale et al., 1982; Xevi and Khan, 2005; Shiau and Wu, 2006; Shiau and
Wu, 2009; Tilmant et al, 2010; Yang and Cai, 2011; Grafton et al, 2011; Yin et al, 2012; Jager, 2014).
The majority of these papers examined sensitivity to different objective function weights, whilst
others considered the impact of constraint values, decision variables and the optimisation algorithm.
Some papers also tested the sensitivity to model parameters or input drivers, for example, the impact
of different habitat functions (Sale et al., 1982), ecological model input parameters (Jager, 2014),
different economic values for a wetland (Tilmant et al., 2010), and the impact of different water
availability or allocations (Grafton et al., 2011; Szemis et al., 2012).
The application of robust optimisation and decision making can also incorporate model
uncertainty through the use of multiple scenarios, where optimisation outcomes are evaluated against
a range of possible futures to assess sensitivity to different assumptions (e.g. Lempert, 2002; Lempert
et al., 2003; Deb and Gupta, 2006; Lempert and Groves, 2010; Hall et al., 2012; Kasprzyk et al.,
2013).
We argue that a greater focus on comparing results to actual ecological outcomes is critical for
bridging the gap between research and management, and for more informed application of modelling
tools. This can be assisted through ongoing adaptive management, where different strategies are tested
and evaluated, and used to improve future model predictions. This requires models to be adaptable to
incorporate new information as it becomes available.

6. Key Outcomes and Recommendations
Using optimisation for ecological management in river systems presents both opportunities and
challenges. Opportunities lie in the exploration of system behaviour and the facilitation of learning,
communication, and ultimately decision making (Liebman, 1976; Brill Jr, 1979; Maier et al., 2014).
Optimisation can increase transparency in the decision making process, encompass multiple
stakeholder inputs and perspectives, as well as highlight data and knowledge gaps for future research.
It provides a framework for formulating assumptions, and can be used in an iterative and adaptive
process in conjunction with sources of information that are not directly included within the model.
Many of the challenges in using optimisation stem from the subjectivity in defining and
representing objectives and objective functions, and the gaps in contemporary knowledge describing
ecological systems. Given subjectivity is an inherent component of objective setting, better
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recognition of this subjectivity and its role in the decision making process can assist in identifying
appropriate management strategies (Beven, 2002; Loucks, 2006). The issues pertaining to ecological
systems discussed in this paper apply more widely, displaying characteristics of ‘wicked problems’ as
identified by Rittel and Webber (1973).
This synthesis explored the use of optimisation for the management of riverine ecosystems by
drawing upon papers covering a range of ecological modelling and optimisation approaches. Whilst
previous studies demonstrate innovative ways of incorporating ecological objectives to improve river
system management, this paper argues that more critical analysis is needed to examine how the
objectives, model(s), optimisation approach, and results represent and influence ecological outcomes.
Few previous studies critically evaluated the major assumptions throughout the optimisation process,
and there was limited discussion regarding the impact of these assumptions on modelled solutions. In
addition, there is a lack of evaluation of modelling results against actual ecological outcomes, which
is considered necessary to further advance the effectiveness of optimisation to aid decision making.
Whilst many of the challenges identified in this synthesis are not unique to ecological systems,
additional challenges are introduced due to the complexity and uncertainty inherent in understanding
ecosystem behaviour, the social values attached to defining desirable ecological states, and the
difficulty in measuring cause/effect relationships to evaluate outcomes (Davis and Slobodkin, 2004;
Naiman et al., 2008). Many non-ecological water requirements such as for domestic, agricultural, or
hydropower purposes are more easily estimated due to less variability in demands, and greater control
through systems which are designed, constructed and operated to meet these requirements. In
comparison, ecosystems change and adapt in response to prevailing conditions in ways that are
generally less predictable (Holling, 1973). In addition, valuation of non-ecological objectives such as
irrigation net profit or flood damage is often more straightforward than valuing an ecosystem.
The following recommendations draw on approaches for applying best practice for
environmental modelling (e.g. Jakeman et al., 2006; Loucks, 2006), but with greater focus on
identifying assumptions and uncertainties for optimisation:

(1) Identifying ecological objectives which consider both the overarching goal as well as the specific
objective which is modelled and measured. It is recommended that the assumptions required in
specifying these objectives are explored, as well as the role of social values in defining desired
ecological outcomes.
(2) Further evaluation of the impact of limitations and assumptions on modelled outcomes, and
consequently how well the modelled results can inform the stated objectives. It is recommended
that the evaluation includes an assessment of the indicators used, and the use of multiple
scenarios to identify the impact of different model conceptualisations.
(3) Consideration of the impact of objective functions and decision variables on ecological outcome.
It is recommended that multiple formulations are tested as part of any optimisation study.
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(4) Evaluation of results within the context of assumptions in objective setting and problem
formulation, with greater consideration of likely actual ecological outcomes. This type of
evaluation can also assist in identifying requirements for additional data collection/investigations
to improve the reliability of results.

The process of setting objectives through to evaluating results needs to be adaptive and allow for
multiple iterations as the understanding of the system improves throughout the modelling and
optimisation process, as well as over time (Loucks, 2006). In addition, there is a need for better
integration of modelling and optimisation in the decision making process such that these tools can be
tailored to the specific context, and can be complementary to other sources of information. It is
believed that the above recommendations can improve the effectiveness of optimisation to aid
decision making, both in terms of exploring different options which warrant further investigation, and
in better understanding the system (Liebman, 1976; Brill Jr, 1979). The use of optimisation as part of
a process that informs and enriches decision making rather than a purely predictive tool, allows the
appreciation of limitations and uncertainties to be shared among stakeholders, thereby facilitating
more widely acceptable decisions (Dunn et al., 2008; Gupta and Nearing, 2014).
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